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ABOUT THIS PACK

This pack is designed to provide you with 

several activities that you may complete, 

while we are enduring this strange time. 

The activities can be completed in any 

order you wish, but we do recommend 

working through the booklet in the 

designed order.

The contents of this pack are intended 

for you to complete individually. However, 

if you need support, or to conduct a little 

research of your own to complete any 

section we would encourage you to do 

so.

We hope you and everyone around you 

is safe and well.

From the CITC Inspires Team.
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“We lost because of 

our mistakes, and 

we can learn from 

that and not repeat 

it again in the next 
matches.

“I don't know if 

people trust us or 

not, but we are a 

team.
We are always a 

team, when we win 

and when we lose.”

Rodri
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FINISH THE SENTENCES
Can you place the words in bold in the right space to 

complete the commentary for this famous football 

moment…

Manchester want power City bench 
Cup Semi Final celebration

“Here’s Tevez…DeJong…doesn’t __________ another 

go…Silva…Balotelli…Silva 

again….Balotelli…..pinball…..Toure……..Manchester 
__________have one hand on the FA __________…

Yaya Toure their ___________ Final hero gives them the 

lead on ___________ Day…one blast of Yaya Toure

___________ has got ____________ City fans doing the 
Poznan….

A show of _____________ from Mancini, Kidd and Co on 

the ____________…”
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FILL IN THE BLUE 5
Can you guess the famous Manchester City Player missing 

from the below photos?

1) ………………………………

2) ………………………………

3) ………………………………



SAY WHAT YOU SEE

Describe the following pictures in three words:
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* Giving

* His

* All

*

*

*

*

*

*



SAY WHAT YOU SEE 7

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*



"Throughout my 

football career I have 

focused on learning 

as much as possible. 

If you put the effort 
in, every single 

match can push you 

to your limit and 

teach you what you 

are capable of. 
Working hard is the 

most important 

quality you can bring 

to the pitch"

- Kevin De Bruyne
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“It is a team where 

there is not a lot of 

egos, even on the 

pitch everyone 

wants to do their 
best”

- Raheem Sterling
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A. Rodri

B. Gabriel Jesus

C. Sergio Aguero

Question 5: Which of these Manchester City players was born 

in Spain?

A. 2004

B. 2010

C. 2014

Question 6: In which year did Manchester City build their City 

Football Academy?

A. Ederson and Gabriel Jesus

B. Sergio Aguero and John Stones

C. Kyle Walker and Claudio Bravo

Question 7: Which of these pairs of players are international 

teammates?

A. Montevideo City Torque

B. Mumbai City FC

C. RB Leipzig

Question 8: Which of these clubs is NOT a part of City Football 

Group, which Manchester City are the flagship club for?

QUIZ 9



A. David Silva

B. Bernardo Silva

C. Fernandinho

Question 1: Who is the current club Captain of Manchester 

City’s first team?

A. Leroy Sane

B. Phil Foden

C. Zinchenko

Question 2: Which of these players currently wears the number 

11 shirt?

A. Real Madrid

B. Liverpool

C. Arsenal

Question 3: Raheem Sterling joined Manchester City for £50 

million from which club?

A. 55,097

B. 59,087

C. 53,444

Question 4: What is the current capacity of the Etihad Stadium?

QUIZ 10



DESIGN A CITY KIT 11
This is your opportunity to design your very own Manchester 

City kit, we want to see your pride and passion demonstrated in 

the design of your kit! We can’t wait to see what you create!



Not only do the background staff at the club have to decide who 

plays, they must decide who stays at the club.

Now it is your turn to think and decide like the board and 

choose the future of each player. Tick the box when you have 

decided what to do with each player, after reading their 

description.

CONTRACT TIME

35 years old, Fernandinho swapped Shakhtar Donetsk for City 

in 2013 and has gone on to prove himself as one of Europe’s 

top operators in the midfielder anchor man role.

EXTEND 
CONTRACT

SEND OUT ON 
LOAN

RELEASE FROM 
CLUB

Ederson arrived at City on 1 July 2017 with a reputation as one 

of the brightest young goalkeeping prospects in world football.

He’s fulfilled his early promise in Manchester, establishing 

himself as one of the best ‘keepers in England.

EXTEND 
CONTRACT

SEND OUT ON 
LOAN

RELEASE FROM 
CLUB
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CONTRACT TIME

23 years old, City secured the services of one South America’s 

most precocious young talents when Gabriel Jesus signed in 

the summer of 2016.

EXTEND 
CONTRACT

SEND OUT ON 
LOAN

RELEASE FROM 
CLUB

Ilkay Gundogan moved to City having earned a reputation as 

an energetic, intelligent midfielder during the early stages of his 

career in his native Germany. Currently third choice CDM.

EXTEND 
CONTRACT

SEND OUT ON 
LOAN

RELEASE FROM 
CLUB

What information influenced your decision making?
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NAME THE TEAMS THAT 
PLAY AT THESE STADIUMS

In this task try and name as many teams that play at these 

stadiums as you can!

Good Luck!

1 2

3 4

5 6
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COLOUR-IN 15
This is your opportunity to colour in a piece of Manchester City 

history! See how many different colours you can add!



SHIRT NUMBERS 16

Below are shirts belonging to members of the 

Manchester City squad.

Can you calculate the value of each shirt number 

together to complete the sum?

Can you find a player that has the same shirt number as 

each of your answers?

X



19
"Playing with the boys 

made me a better 

footballer, it made me 

more competitive and 

made me want to win 
even more. You were 

playing against the boys 

and wanted to prove how 

good you were."

- Steph Houghton
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MATCH REPORT

Manchester City completed an historic domestic Trebel by 
crushing watford in the Emirates FA Cup Final.

Raheem Sterling and Gabriel Jesus each bagged a brace with 
David Silva and Kevin de Bruyne also on the scoresheet in the 
joint-biggestest win in Cup Final history, equalling Bury’s 6-0 
dismissal of Derby County in 1903.

Pep Guardiola’s imperious side, who finished fourty-eight 
points clear of Watford in the Premier League, dominated 
proceedings throughout and the result never looked in doubt 
once davide Silva had broken the deadlock on 26 minutes.

Below is a small segment 

of the match report from 

Manchester City’s FA Cup 

final win. We have made a 

few changes however! Can 

you spot and circle the 5 

mistakes in the text...?
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MATCH REPORT
Now that you have read an example of one of our match 

reports, why don't you create your own? Try to tell a story 

and remember to be as descriptive as possible…

Either:
1. Play a football match against a friend using a 

popular video game. Write a brief match report on 

what happened…

2. Watch a Manchester City match. Write a brief match 

report on what happened…
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It's time to think like Pep and choose your starting line-up!

From the following players, pick your starting players for a 7-a-

side match, use the spaces provided at the bottom of the page.

You need:

1 Goalkeeper

2 Defenders

3 Midfielders

1 Forward

DREAM TEAM 20



DE BRUYNE'S STORY
Read the text below and try to answer the questions 
on the next page, based on this text...

"A highly rated youngster who has developed into one of 
the finest midfielders in the game, City secured Kevin De 

Bruyne’s services in the summer of 2016.

Known as one of the continent’s assist kings, he arrived 

with a huge reputation, but after just one full season in 
Manchester it was evident that it was more than justified.

With his creativity and eye for a defence splitting pass, 

he has gone on to establish himself as one of Pep 

Guardiola’s key players, winning two Premier Leagues, 
three Carabao Cups, an FA Cup and the Community 

Shield in the process."
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DE BRUYNE'S STORY
Now that you have read De Bruyne's Story on the 

previous page, can you answer these questions? Feel 

free to go back and check the text again if you are 

unsure.

What year did Kevin sign for Manchester City?

_____________________________________________

What position does he play?

_____________________________________________

What does the text say he is known for?

_____________________________________________

What can’t he wait to start?
_____________________________________________

Who is his current manager?

_____________________________________________

How many Premier League titles has he won?

_____________________________________________

How many trophies all together has he won for Man City?

_____________________________________________
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THINK ON YOUR FEET

1. One of your players is disrupting the others in training and 

matches but is still performing well on the pitch.

Managers and coaches often must deal with surprise issues 

and problems that arise through football.

Read each scenario and decide what you would do in that 

situation. Writing in the spaces provided.

23

?

2. One of your players has not had much game time this 

season, he is starting to withdraw in team discussions and also 

missing training sessions.

?



THINK ON YOUR FEET

3. One of your star players has been talking to another team’s 

manager/coach.

24

?

4. One of your players asks you to have a word with their 

parents who she feels is putting too much pressure on her to 

perform on the pitch.

?
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"We are not thinking 

of winning the 

Champions League, I 

am not thinking about 

how many points we 
need or how many 

points they have to 

drop. We are trying to 

win games, to win the 

next one"

- Josep Guardiola



1. A – David Silva

2. C - Zinchenko

3. B - Liverpool

4. A – 55,097

5. A - Rodri

6. C - 2014

7. A – Ederson and Gabriel Jesus

8. C – RB Leipzig

My Score:

8
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ANSWERS - FINISH THE 
SENTENCES

Manchester want Power City bench 

Cup Semi Final celebration

“Here’s Tevez…DeJong…doesn’t __WANT____ another 

go…Silva…Balotelli…Silva 
again….Balotelli…..pinball…..Toure……..Manchester 

___CITY___ have one hand on the FA ___CUP____…

Yaya Toure their ___SEMI____ Final hero gives them the 

lead on ___FINAL___ Day…one blast of Yaya Toure
___POWER___ has got __MANCHESTER__ City fans 

doing the Poznan….

A show of _CELEBRATION_ from Mancini, Kidd and Co 

on the __BENCH___…”
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ANSWERS

Fill in the Blue Answers

28

Sergio Aguero

Ellen White

Phil Foden



ANSWERS - NAME THE TEAMS 
THAT PLAYS AT THESE STADIUMS

1 2

3 4

5 6

Juventus Porto

Spurs Everton

Bayern Munich Maine Road
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ANSWERS SHIRT NUMBERS 30

Below are shirts belonging to members of the 

Manchester City squad. You will find the answers to 

each in the blue boxes provided.

63

67

40

5533

26

15

75X



MATCH REPORT

Manchester City completed an historic domestic Treble by 
crushing Watford in the Emirates FA Cup Final.

Raheem Sterling and Gabriel Jesus each bagged a brace with 
David Silva and Kevin de Bruyne also on the scoresheet in the 
joint-biggest win in Cup Final history, equalling Bury’s 6-0 
dismissal of Derby County in 1903.

Pep Guardiola’s imperious side, who finished forty-eight 
points clear of Watford in the Premier League, dominated 
proceedings throughout and the result never looked in doubt 
once David Silva had broken the deadlock on 26 minutes.

The mistakes in the match 

report are highlighted 

below in RED
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LAST PAGE
THANKYOU!

We Hope You Enjoyed 

Working Through This 

Booklet!

Stay Safe!

Your City Inspires Team!
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